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Revamp for SuperConnected
scheme following poor take-up
by Ian Grant
The government is revamping its offer of
free vouchers worth £3,000 to get
businesses in 22 cities onto a high-speed
broadband connection after fewer than
3,000 SMEs claimed just £7.5m of the
£150m on offer (see table, right).
The poor response appears to be at odds
with a finding by the Federation of Small
Business that the available networks are not
“fit for purpose” in meeting the commercial
needs of SMEs (see News, Jul/Aug issue).
The SuperConnected Cities voucher
scheme (see feature, Jun issue) no longer
covers just the direct capital cost of the
connection but also running costs. The
Department of Culture, Media and Sport
(DCMS) said suppliers are free to use the
cash to create a free or discounted
product. “The key commercial principle is

[that] the value of the voucher
contribution must be passed on in full to
the SME,” said a spokesperson.
Around 530 suppliers are registered on
the SuperConnected Cities vouchers
scheme which ends in March 2015. Under
the revisions, they can cut the cost of the
broadband connections they provide to
SMEs by pre-registering their deals
with the government. Suppliers must
agree eligible connection costs and
broadband performance characteristics,
including the agreed voucher contribution
in each package.
“Once pre-registered, suppliers are able
to market these packages direct to SMEs
in eligible postcodes and can pass on the
benefit of the voucher contribution,” said
the DCMS spokesperson.

Qualifying SMEs can access the grants
by calling the supplier, and without even
filling in an application form. SMEs in the
eligible cities that already have a quote, or
a potential supplier who is not offering a
pre-registered package, can get their quote
approved for subsidy before confirming
their orders at the new www.connection
vouchers.co.uk website.
The government has also announced a
£2m advertising campaign to boost the
scheme. The DCMS said this would be
funded from the existing SuperConnected
Cities budget and was “not new money”.
In one of the most successful uses of the
subsidy, former DCMS consultant Mike
Kiely aggregated the vouchers’ buying
power for 30 businesses in Shoreditch to
buy a 100Mbps fibre line from Fibre
Options. Installation costs of £89,281 were
covered by the grant. Members of the
Independent
Networks
Cooperative
Association are now using Kiely’s model to
approach business parks elsewhere.
(continued on page 2)
The number of SMEs in each city that had
signed up for the SuperConnected vouchers
scheme as at 17 September 2014.
SOURCE: WWW.CONNECTIONVOUCHERS.CO.UK

CITY

SMEs

Aberdeen

10

Belfast

297

Birmingham

120

Brighton

28

Bristol

20

Cambridge

38

Cardiff

156

Coventry

90

Derby

23

Londonderry/Derry

25

Edinburgh

86

Leeds & Bradford

464

London

981

Manchester & Salford

468

Newcastle

48

Newport

17

Oxford

18

Perth

1

Portsmouth

9

York

38

TOTAL

2,937

Interoute makes a stand against
DC industry’s “£70m patch tax”
Interoute has announced that customers
using its European data centres will not be
subjected to the standard industry practice
of recurring colocation patch costs.
The company reckons UK businesses
currently spend between £70 and £100
million a year on recurring patch charges.
Its calculation is based on CBRE’s market
data for Q1 2014, and estimated figures of
2.45m2 per rack, 1.2 patches per rack, and
an average £24 monthly charge per patch.
Interoute’s service provider VP Jonathan
Wright says: “There are many legitimate
expenses involved in managing a highquality data centre, but charging a monthly
fee for a piece of cable that nobody touches

or moves is not one of them.”
Interoute says that from now on,
customers using any of its 11 data centres
or 31 colocation facilities will only have to
pay a one-off setup fee for any connecting
patch, regardless of the length of contract.
The company has just opened its new
London City data centre which forms part
of a chain of distributed centres across
Europe that are connected by its pancontinental fibre optic network.
“We’ve taken the launch of the Interoute
London City Data centre as an opportunity
to tear up the rules on patch pricing so we
can deliver even better value for our
customers,” claims Wright.
"
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Redfish anticipated to be the new
data centre industry standard
The government has revised its SuperConnected
vouchers scheme and says suppliers are now
allowed to create free or discounted products.

SuperConnected
Cities revamp
(continued from page 1)
The 22 cities eligible for the voucher
scheme are: Aberdeen; Belfast,
Birmingham; Bradford; Brighton and
Hove; Bristol; Cambridge; Cardiff;
Coventry; Derby; Derry/Londonderry;
Edinburgh; Leeds; London; Manchester;
Newcastle; Newport; Oxford; Perth;
Portsmouth; Salford; and York.
Virgin Media Business – the top
SuperConnected
Cities
supplier
according to the latest figures at
connectionvouchers.co.uk – has launched
three new packages aimed at SMEs.
It says Red Value and Red Speed provide
50Mbps and 152Mbps connections
respectively with unlimited usage and a
£50 installation charge.
According to the company, Red
Performance is a 30-100Mbps symmetric
connection via a managed internet access
connection, a six-hour SLA, and starts at
free installation. All come with two
months free rental. !
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to improve scalability and expand data
access and analysis, help lower costs,
and further enable feature-rich remote
management while ensuring a secure
solution that protects investment,” says
the group.
Their development work is focused on
ensuring the specification enhances
interoperability across multiple server
environments
and
“significantly
simplifies” management, to allow
administrators to speak one language
and be more productive.
Additionally, it’s claimed Redfish will

Three big name tech firms are working
together on the development of Redfish, a
new specification for data centre and
systems management. Dell, Emerson
Network Power, HP and Intel claim it will
be one of the most “comprehensive”
specifications since the Intelligent
Platform Management Interface (IPMI)
was launched in 1998.
The companies say Redfish uses a
“modern network interface style”,
allowing access to data using even
simple, script-based programming
methods. “The solution will be designed

enable access to massive amounts of
information and efficiently translate the
data into actionable insights for system
monitoring and management.
The companies expect Redfish to be
widely adopted, and are working with
industry standards bodies and associations
to accelerate the development process.
The specification will be submitted to
the Distributed Management Task Force
for consideration by the recently created
Scalable Platform Management Forum
which has been chartered to publish a
standard in this area.
!

University chooses HP for 2,000 port SDN project
for the end user. The app, which could
eventually be available through HP’s
rapidly expanding SDN App Store, uses
OpenFlow to support the transparent
caching of large media objects in a WAN,
and increase resilience by choosing caches
based on availability as well as proximity.
The school is also evaluating HP’s new
SDN network protector application. This
uses security intelligence from the
TippingPoint RepDV Labs database to
provide real-time threat visibility against
more than a million botnets, malware and
spyware, as well as automation and control
of network connectivity, typically in
BYOD applications.

Lancaster University is working with HP in
a bid to create a high-quality environment
in which to teach and research SDN
principles and applications.
The university’s School of Computing
and Communications has installed an
OpenFlow network that features 40switches and 2,000-ports at its InfoLab 21
building.
Extending work commissioned under the
EC project, ‘OpenFlow in Europe: Linking
Infrastructure and Applications’ (OFELIA),
researchers have already used the network
to develop and test OpenCache, an SDNbased video broadcast application that
improves the availability of video content

2

This effectively turns the entire
network infrastructure into securityenforcement devices, one of the original
goals of SDN originator Martin Cascado.
Dr Nick Race, senior lecturer at the
school, says SDN had become a core part
of research work in the past three years.
“The OpenFlow-based SDN technology
allows researchers to experiment on a test
network, and to precisely and dynamically
control and extend the network itself. It
formed the basis of our original work on
the OFELIA project, and has since opened
the door for other strategic SDN research
projects, including network functions
virtualisation.”
!
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UK ranks high in both
broadband tables
The UK is among one of the few
countries to appear in the top 15 of both
fixed and mobile broadband penetration
ratios, according to the Broadband
Commission’s recently published annual
report. The other countries to feature in
both lists include Luxembourg, Denmark,
Norway and South Korea.
Based on figures from UNESCO and the
International Telecommunication Union
(ITU) for 2013, the UK came eighth in
fixed penetration with 35.7 per cent, and
12th in mobile with 87.2 per cent. Monaco
and Singapore led each of these tables with
44.7 and 135.1 per cent respectively.
The UK’s rankings will be good news
for the government which is seeking
input on the communications needed to
make the country an attractive destination
for high tech and other investments (see
News, Jul/Aug issue). In addition,
Westminster has set aside close to £2bn to
ensure that people living outside the
Communications
minister Ed Vaizey
said the UK couldn’t
have become a
leader in technology
and e-commerce
without having a
good network
infrastructure.

THE WORLD ACCORDING TO...
Steve Johnson, head of UK & Ireland, Extreme Networks

Networks drive user satisfaction
in the ‘Experience Economy’

“commercial footprint” of BT and Virgin
Media also have access to download
speed of 24Mbps and above.
Speaking at the “ultra-broadband”
conference held in London during late
September, communications minister Ed
Vaizey noted that where high speed
broadband is available, take-up is higher
in rural areas than in urban areas.
He also said the UK is the first G20
country to make computer science and
coding part of the school curriculum.
“The UK is a leader in e-commerce and
early adoption of technology. We couldn’t
do that without a good network
infrastructure.”
Earlier, Vaizey announced a £60,000
grant for the Spectrum Policy Forum to
explore new uses of frequencies in the
light of developments in the Internet of
Things and 5G technology.
The Broadband Commission was set
up by the ITU and UNESCO in 2010 to
promote wider access to broadband as a
lever for economic development.
The ITU and the OECD define
broadband as a service that offers speeds
of at least 256kbps in one direction. The
commission has since added to this to
include: “a cluster of concepts, such as
high-speed internet access which is
always-on and capable of multiple
service provision simultaneously”.
!

The rise of BYOD and enterprise mobility is
compelling businesses to reassess their IT
infrastructure. This trend is here to stay.
Gartner forecasts four in ten organisations
will rely exclusively on BYOD by 2016 and
85 per cent of businesses will have some
kind of BYOD programme in place by 2020.
Due to the mass adoption of smart
devices connected by Wi-Fi, network
capacity is struggling to keep up with the
majority of today’s wireless infrastructure
which was originally designed to
accommodate a few scattered laptops.
IT teams must therefore assess ways to
improve current IT infrastructures and
strategies, placing a positive user
experience at its core. A poor user
experience can have a significant impact
on staff retention, productivity and even
data security – the key issues CIOs of the
future will be tasked with tackling.
According to IDC, the next generation
of IT leaders will require an entirely
different set of skills in the age of
mobile, social media and Big Data. For
example, they will have to manage
innovation, information intelligence, and
user/customer experience. Meeting and
exceeding user expectations in today’s
‘Experience Economy’ must therefore
become a top priority for these leaders.
Part of the evolution of the CIOs’ role
will be the way in which they view the
network. They will need to look beyond
hardware as simply the ‘connectivity
highway’ and instead focus on how the

Kent Council virtualises with the
help of KEMP’s load balancers
Kent County Council (KCC) is virtualising
its application infrastructure and using
KEMP load balancers to ensure high
availability, scalability and performance.
The council’s IT team is using
VMWare’s Horizon View and Workspace
to build a virtual, unified environment for
around 6,500 users. This will be hosted in
Cisco’s Unified Computing System
(UCS), and will deliver more than 300
different applications such as Oracle
E-Business Suite, Exchange 2010, as well
as customised highway management
software and case management systems.
Working with IT solutions partner
Phoenix Software, KCC’s team selected
KEMP’s balancers which have been
deployed at two data centres, one in

EDITORIAL:
Editorial director: Rahiel Nasir
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Maidstone and the other in a shared
facility with neighbouring Medway
Council. Each one has two UCS chassis
with KEMP’s dual high availability GEO
Multi-Site load balancers.
The vendor says its LoadMaster OS is
fully certified for Cisco interoperability.
KEMP claims it is the only application
delivery control (ADC) OS optimised for
bare metal installation within the UCS
fabric without requiring a hypervisor.
According to the company, this reduces
the amount of application traffic that has
to traverse the higher latency network
external to the fabric.
“Further, it allows KCC to leverage its
investment in Cisco infrastructure by
converting a UCS blade into a dedicated
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ADC, eliminating the need for external
hardware load balancers,” says Jason
Dover, KEMP’s technical product
marketing director.
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network can become the brains of the
business. Most IT departments today
lack the visibility and tools at the
application layer to effectively monitor,
prioritise or control data traffic. They are
often required to use multiple siloed
network management systems resulting in
a disconnected management process
which can be costly, place a strain on
critical IT resources, and lead to IT failures
and a negative user experience.
CIOs will have to look to solutions that
unify multiple management systems to
provide a single overview of the network.
A simple, fast and smart software-defined
architecture powered by high performance
hardware managed through a centralised
management solution will be key for
future business success. These solutions
often lead to more efficient use of IT
resources, increased investment returns
and better business agility.
Today’s CIOs should be investing in
these software-defined architecture
solutions that provide network visibility,
analytics and policy in order to prepare
their businesses for the IT landscape of
tomorrow. It is this software-defined
architecture approach that will pave the
way for enterprises to succeed and
navigate the mobile device minefield.
More importantly, businesses will be
able to generate a positive Experience
Economy that will ensure employees thrive
and the business remains competitive as
enterprise mobility policies take hold.
The contents of the magazine may not be
reproduced in part or whole, or stored in
electronic form, without the prior written
consent of the publishers. The views
expressed in this magazine are not
necessarily those shared by the editor
or the publishers.

ABC audited circulation:
19,679
1 Jul 2011 –
30 Jun 2012

The council has so far rolled out the
new virtual environment to around 150
users, and the complete migration is due
to be completed by April 2015.
!
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Open University
moves to SIP
The Open University (OU) is migrating its
telephony system to SIP-based infrastructure.
Next-generation network operator Gamma is
providing 600 resilient SIP trunks together
with dedicated and resilient data connections
into the university’s main campus and head
office. The company says it has transitioned
more than approximately 9,300 numbers.
It is also supplying telephone connections to
14 regional sites within the UK, and will install
its cloud-based Inbound service. Gamma
claims this provides “highly flexible” call
routing and also adds a further layer of
resilience by permitting instant and remote
control of inbound calls during potential
service interruptions. !

Imerja wins DANTE
contract
Imerja has won a contract to provide DANTE
with a 24/7 service desk. The three-year
contract will see the company provide a
white-labelled service desk, predicting,
responding and solving any network incidents
reported by DANTE’s users, vendors, suppliers
and other parties. It will be delivered through
Imerja’s round the clock Secure Operations
Centre. DANTE (Delivery of Advanced Network
Technology to Europe) plans, procures, builds
and operates large scale, advanced high
speed networks for global research and
education, including the 500Gbps panEuropean GÉANT network. !

Firms waste “30 days a year” on
common network issues
Businesses are wasting time and money
solving common network problems,
according to research commissioned by
monitoring specialist Paessler.
In July, it surveyed 300 key IT decision
makers in UK businesses. The results
revealed that 43 per cent of organisations
that don’t use a network monitoring tool
spend more than two hours a week solving
mundane network issues such as
applications not responding, servers
overloading, running out of bandwidth, etc.

In addition, one in 10 organisations that
don’t use a monitor spend over five hours
a week resolving these problems –
that’s equivalent to spending 30
working days per year just to address
IT network issues, says the research.
“While occasional issues are to be
expected, businesses are clearly
experiencing too much downtime,
resulting in a huge waste of both
time and money, ” says CEO Dirk
Paessler (pictured right).

“For SMEs this is very concerning, as the
loss of even one client or customer due
to issues with IT infrastructure can
be enough to have a catastrophic
effect on a business’s stability
and prospects.”
He goes on to say that a
network monitor should be
considered as the key to
maintaining a productive
and successful business,
whatever its size.
!

Netwrix secures hospital network for 10,000 users
King’s College Hospital (KCH) NHS
Foundation Trust is using Netwrix Auditor
to help improve security and compliance.
London-based KCH is said to be one of
the UK’s largest and busiest teaching
hospitals, training more than 900 dentists,
750 doctors and 300 nurses every year.
The trust runs a Windows server-based
network that is used by more than 10,000
staff members and realised it would be a
huge challenge to manually monitor the
thousands of daily changes to its main ICT
infrastructure. The ICT operations team
therefore decided that KCH needed an

automated product to audit all privileged
user activity and changes, for both
security and compliance.
It now uses Auditor which manages the
tasks of authenticating and authorising all
network users, checking passwords,
enforcing security policies for all PCs, and
installing and updating software.
ICT operations team leader David
Sewoke says the platform has given him full
visibility of what’s happening on the
network, and he knows exactly who is
making changes, when, and why. Auditor
provides automated daily change reports

and sends real-time alerts to his mobile if
any of KCH’s 50 system administrators
change a user’s access rights to information.
In addition, Sewoke says the software has
helped change people’s behaviour: “Now
that the staff is aware that everything they
do is being audited, there are fewer security
risks. People don’t try to make changes such
as adding a user as a domain administrator
and then later on removing them.”
KCH plans to extend its use of Netwrix
to its EMC-based SAN environment. At
that point, Auditor will be monitoring the
trust’s entire IT infrastructure.
!

Action For Children
virtualises

Boston Networks creates the “most technically
advanced” golf event for 2014 Ryder Cup

Action for Children is carrying out a major
workplace transformation project using Citrix’s
Workspace Suite. The charity ultimately aims
to create a more flexible, mobile working
environment for its 6,000 staff that are based
in more than 400 sites across the UK. Citrix
will provide a secure platform that integrates
application and desktop virtualisation, mobile
app and device management for up to 1,500
tablet users, and enterprise file sharing. It will
use 3,000 thin client devices to enable people
to choose when, where and how work gets
done. The vendor adds that its NetScaler WAN
optimisation platform will also be used as part
of the suite. It says this will optimise, secure
and control access to services over any
network, including low bandwidth, high
latency environments. !

Boston Networks was behind the network
In what was anticipated to be the “most
that supported the 2014 Ryder Cup that took technically advanced golf event ever run”,
place at Gleneagles at the end of September. Boston says it worked with the European
Tour for more than 18 months to deliver a
full turnkey solution.
The company designed a fully resilient
network backbone with a robust cabling
infrastructure to support data, voice,
video, IPTV and a wireless network across
the entire campus.
This included all the media and
hospitality facilities, executive offices, as
well as the Gleneagles Hotel. It also
included 100 Xirrus Wireless Arrays on
the course for free public Wi-Fi.
Boston says the fibre backbone facilitated
The all-encompassing network included 50
IP-based surveillance cameras and 100 Wireless more than 1,000 cores, exclusively for
European Tour Productions, ensuring every
Arrays from Xirrus for free public Wi-Fi.
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shot was captured in both standard- and
high-definition, as well as 4K.
The firm also designed and deployed the
IP security solution that provided round the
clock protection both before and during the
event. 50 CCTV cameras were deployed
throughout Gleneagles for public safety and
event security. Using infra-red IP
surveillance cameras, the entire course was
monitored with footage transmitted in realtime to multiple locations via the cabling
infrastructure and IP networks.
Boston adds that the entire on course
infrastructure and key operational areas
were constantly monitored to guarantee
optimal performance, and a full disaster
recovery strategy was in place to manage
any unplanned outages.
!
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Businesses “do not
trust” cloud providers

VIEW FROM THE TOP
Tony Craythorne, VP worldwide business development, Quorum

With DraaS, there are no excuses
for not testing your recovery plan
Too many businesses are putting their
data at risk from potential pitfalls by not
having a disaster recovery (DR) plan in
place. Disaster recovery as a Service
(DRaaS) or cloud-based DR strategies
are now making recovery plans far less
complicated and highly efficient for UK
businesses. However, despite being able
to re-think their strategies in the cloud,
companies are still lax about testing the
plan regularly.
Say ‘disaster’ and it is floods, hurricanes
power cuts and earthquakes that all spring
to mind. However a disaster could be
something as mundane as a software
update or a simple human error impacting
on an organisation’s ability to operate.
Regular testing of a DR plan must
occur to ensure the business is prepared
should disaster strike. A test ensures the
safe recovery of data and critical
applications to get your business back
on its feet quickly. Like a fire drill, the
testing process enables companies to
conduct planned maintenance and train
staff in DR procedures.
Traditionally, tests have been complex
and disruptive. But a hybrid cloud approach
to DR has changed the testing landscape
for the better. Tests can be conducted
regularly because DRaaS doesn’t have
the physical infrastructure and

There is widespread mistrust of cloud
providers across Europe, according to a
new study by the Ponemon Institute.
As part of a study commissioned by safe
cloud enabler Netskope, it questioned 1,059
IT and IT security practitioners across
Europe to gauge how they perceive cloud
security. In its report published in
September, 53 per cent said the likelihood
of a data breach increases due to the cloud.
More worryingly, nearly three quarters
of businesses believe cloud providers fail to
comply with laws and regulations on data
protection and privacy. Eighty-four per cent
also doubted that their cloud service
providers would notify them immediately
if their intellectual property or confidential
information were compromised.

configuration synchronisation associated
with traditional disaster recovery.
Hybrid cloud-based solutions combine
public cloud and SaaS automation
software making DR continuity planning
easier than ever. Cloud provides companies
with data backup, failover of servers, and
the ability to have a secondary data centre
at a different site to allow for regional
disaster recovery.
DRaaS solutions offer a computing
capacity on standby to recover applications
if there is a disaster and can be easily
tested. A so-called ‘sandbox’ copy is
created in the cloud which is only
accessible by the system administrator.
They are created on demand, paid for
whilst being used, and deleted once the
test is complete. This makes testing
simple, cost effective and undisruptive.
DRaaS testing is so easy that businesses
would be foolish not to carry out testing
on a regular basis.
According to research group Aberdeen,
the average number of disaster recovery
events in 2012 was 3.5 per mid-sized
organisation, with the average downtime
per event being 3-4 days. It estimated
the cost of this downtime as a colossal
$74,000 per hour. In the light of such
evidence, can you afford not to sit up and
pay attention?

However the study said the majority of
respondents still considered cloud to be
equally or more secure than on-premises
IT. “[This] perhaps indicates more about
their lack of confidence in their onpremises security tools than it does about
their confidence in the security capabilities
of cloud providers,” says Ponemon.
The study also revealed that data breaches
increase the expected economic impact by
as much as three times when they involve
the cloud. Ponemon describes this phenomenon as the “cloud multiplier effect”.
Its research found this applies to varying
degrees in accordance with different cloud
scenarios, such as increased data sharing
from cloud apps or increased use of
mobile devices to connect to cloud.
!

Public safety users can now
download TETRA apps
Sepura has teamed up with Skyscape
Cloud Services to launch its cloudenabled applications portfolio to the UK
public safety market.
Cambridge-based Sepura claims to be the
nation’s market-leading provider of TETRA
radios to mission-critical users. It offers a
wide variety of applications that are used
for: messaging; vehicle and person tracking;
remote interrogation of legacy IT, database
and other back-office systems; picture message alerts; as well as for next-generation
PSAP (Public Safety Answering Points).
Skyscape says its assured cloud solutions
have been specifically designed to meet
public sector needs. It adds that its full
range of PSN services have been certified
by a CESG Pan Government Accreditor.
The firm claims to deliver sovereign
services that are “easy to adopt, easy to use
and easy to leave”, with “genuine” pay by
the hour consumption models.

Sepura’s
Jonathan Hamill
says cloud
hosting will cut
in-house IT costs
for customers.

Jonathan Hamill, Sepura’s VP for
government and public safety, says: “This
partnership enables ease of access to our
applications portfolio, providing the ability
to host our applications on a secure and
accredited government cloud, and therefore
considerably reduce our customer’s inhouse IT infrastructure costs.”
Under their deal, the two companies also
expect to provide connections to other
government systems, such as the Police
National Network and the Police National
Computer, providing the ability to integrate
with a range of Sepura’s applications.
!

Seagate launches cloud and
big data growth solutions
Seagate Technology has formed a new
Cloud Systems and Solutions (CSS) group
to develop and deliver what it claims will
be the world’s most scalable, secure,
efficient, and cost-effective cloud service
architectures and solutions.
CSS will include solutions in four
focus areas: integrated high-performance
computing (HPC); scalable and modular
components; custom systems for OEMs;
and cloud backup/restore, disaster recovery
and rapid archive storage.
Seagate says it will drive the industry’s
ability to manage hyperscale computing
demands, improve energy efficiency, and
enhance “everywhere availability” of data.
As part of its CSS offerings, the firm
has launched the ClusterStor 9000. It
describes this as a “fully integrated
Lustre-based scale-out solution for HPC
and Big Data customers”. Seagate claims
the 9000 delivers “superior” converged
scale-out storage quality and efficiency,
and 50 per cent higher performance than
its previous ClusterStor platforms.
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The firm has also enhanced its EVault
enterprise backup and recovery appliance.
which now accommodates up to 100TB of
usable capacity. It says its range of backup
appliances have been built from the ground
up to both connect and replicate to the
cloud. This is said to make them “perfect
for heterogeneous environments that
demand up to a full petabyte of
storage and extreme computing power”.
Mike Palmer, previously a VP with
Verizon, recently
joined Seagate
as SVP and GM
of its cloud
division. !

Seagate’s
ClusterStor 9000
integrated scaleout solution is
aimed at HPC and
Big Data users
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Uniforms network to hit targets
Defence and emergency networks must operate securely, reliably and effectively
under the most extreme and often hostile conditions.
Maintaining a network of
defence
In March 2005 the Atlas consortium
started work on the MoD’s Defence
Information Infrastructure (DII), a £7bn,
10-year plan to integrate a multitude of
IT systems onto a single base. At the
time, it was said to be the world’s most
ambitious IT network project.
The past decade has seen massive
changes from the original plan, not just
on the supplier side, but notably in the
type and frequency of wars fought along
with defence budget cuts. All this means
that the DII project’s scope and aims are
under constant reassessment.
In 2008 the National Audit Office (NAO)
indicated the programme would eventually
incorporate 150,000 terminals for 300,000
users at more than 2,000 sites, including
on ships and deployed operations. At the
time, the DII project was running late on
the delivery of terminals and software,
with delays likely to push costs over £7bn.
Now, six months away from its 10th
anniversary, Atlas claims to have saved
the MoD more than £1bn. The consortium
consists of HP (ex-EDS), Fujitsu, CGI (exLogica), and Airbus Defence and Space
(ex-EADS). It says DII now includes a
secure, fully managed and supported
infrastructure service that offers a single
point of contact for round-the-clock enduser support all over the world.
This done via a network of data
centres and individual sites, following
the migration from legacy systems. The
rollout has seen nearly 70,000 user access
devices deployed to 200,000 restricted and
secret users at 680 locations.
Atlas switched on the ministry’s first
virtualised data centre in May with 16 rack
spaces able to hold up to 2,000 VMs.
©CROWN COPYRIGHT/RAF
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It says virtualisation in the three UK
centres will save around £140,000 in costs,
1.4GW in electricity, and more than 1,500
metric tonnes of CO2 by the end of 2015.
Dozens of smaller projects currently
make up the DII. For example, the DIO
Landmarc programme recently migrated
users from 57 remote sites, such as
regional headquarters and training camps,
in six regions onto the platform. The
hardware it includes ranges from laptops
connected via broadband to new Tier 3
and Tier 4 server nodes and supporting
infrastructure. Atlas says it resized the data
to be migrated and cut the standard
migration timelines by more than half.
Release 1 of the Naval Training Information Infrastructure Project covered the
rollout to 10 naval training sites, migrating
some 4,000 users and installing around
3,000 devices. These range from 30
additional computers on HMS Nelson to
1,000 new devices on HMS Collingwood,
and a server tier upgrade at the Britannia
Royal Naval College in Dartmouth.

with more than 500 Motorola Solutions
Mototrbo radios that feature Impres
industrial noise-cancelling remote speaker
microphones and earpieces.
For the first time, every firefighter now
has a radio. More than 400 are using beltmounted two-way DP4601 devices with
industrial noise-cancelling chest-mounted
remote speaker microphones (RSMs).
Duty officers use DP4801 portable twoway radios with a Bluetooth PTT headset,
while vehicles carry DP4401 Ex ATEX
radios with RSM for use in hazardous and
explosive environments.
Three vehicle-mounted DR3000
repeaters can be used for wide area
coverage, and GMFRS has access to other
Mototrbo repeaters in hotels, shopping
centres and sports stadiums, if needed.
The radios operate in native digital
mode on the fire service channels (Fire
Ground/Incident Control/Breathing
Apparatus). GMFRS can use more
channels for a widespread incident, and
all are also available in analogue mode
for compatibility with services that have
not yet migrated to DMR.

Firefighters dampen down
the noise with DMR
Noise generated at a fire can often hit a
sustained level of 85dB, making it hard
for firefighters to hear and be heard using
traditional analogue radios. Greater
Manchester Fire and Rescue Service
(GMFRS) has solved this using a dual
digital/analogue digital mobile radio
(DMR) system from Motorola Solutions.
This features noise-cancelling technology,
as well as repeaters that offer much
greater coverage for wide area operations.
GMFRS is the second-largest fire
service in England. It protects more than
2.6 million people over 1,300km2 and
employs 1,200 firefighters at 42 fire
stations. Since April it has been run by
North West Fire Control which also coordinates fire services in neighbouring
Cumbria, Lancashire and Cheshire.
Working with Motorola Solutions
partner Radiocoms Systems, GMFRS
tested Mototrbo systems next to a fire
engine with the siren running. While
the analogue signals were drowned, the
digital signals remained crisp and clear.
Service personnel have now been issued

Taken down and used in
evidence
Ten police forces have equipped officers
with Pronto electronic notebooks linked
to the national Airwave TETRA network
to speed up law enforcement work and
save money.
The rollout follows a pilot study with
Lothian and Borders Police which
delivered £600,000 in savings and also
saw a dramatic improvement in data
accuracy and the ability to collaborate.
Police forces covering the City of
London, Surrey, Dyfed-Powys,
Staffordshire, Lancashire, Derbyshire,
Police Scotland, West Yorkshire, and

8

Devon and Cornwall have now adopted
the system that was developed by
Airwave subsidiary Kelvin Connect.
The Pronto electronic notebook links
front-end evidence recording with various
back-end information systems. It allows
users to complete multiple forms using the
same accurate and validated information.
These forms are then submitted in realtime over the air, with printed copies issued
on the spot to members of the public. Data
captured on the device can also be shared
with other organisations, such as coroners’
offices and local authorities.
Kelvin Connect estimates that capturing
handwritten witness statements for reports
and then re-keying them for court papers
costs the average police force around 860
hours a month – time that could be better
spent policing the streets. It reckons
capturing statements electronically upfront
could save each force £12m per year.
At Lothian and Borders, Pronto is said
to have saved officers an hour per shift
in re-keying data from handwritten notes
into various IT systems. It’s also claimed
the number of traffic tickets returned to
officers because of data entry errors
dropped from 20 per cent to zero.
Kelvin Connect says that electronic
witness statement system is just one of 30
business processes available on the device.
Lothian and Borders also found the ability
to take photographs via Pronto increased
the volume and accuracy of gathered
evidence. Accuracy as well as
transparency was further enhanced via
date and time stamps on entries, and the
collected data was permissible in court
and shareable across forces and partners.
Pronto produced real-time management
information for all activities, with notebook
entries and completed processes available
across the organisation almost instantly,
improving police responsiveness.
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Desktop devices like Cisco's DX600 shown here may be on the way
out as workstyles change to reflect greater mobility in the office.

Comms comes together
Over the years, there has been much talk about unified communications as ‘the next big
thing’ for enterprise networks. So what’s the reality in Britain today? IAN GRANT finds out.
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be supplied and managed, but at a much
lower price point. Initially, the transmission
cost was the price of a phone call. Later, as
firms either set up their own in-house
networks or subscribed to an internet
service, it became largely free and was
built into the price of a broadband or
leased line subscription.

It accelerated when the internet took off,
starting in the mid 1990s, and again a
decade later when it became possible to
deliver high quality VoIP. This was thanks
largely to better codecs for handling digital
streaming, Skype, which popularised the
technology, and the development of SIP
to emulate the plain old telephone system
to set up and take down calls.
Now the network flags different types of
content and applies different QoS policies
to them when prioritising packets. At the
receiving end, the ‘edge device’ sorts the
packets into their appropriate streams and
delivers them (hopefully in the right order)
to the right end user device.
The ‘plumbing’ that enables UC to be
a fast, clean, happy user experience is
complicated. Incumbent telcos introduced
outsourced PBX-type systems based on
the telephone network. When the internet
arrived, entrepreneurs found a way to
emulate PBX services using VoIP and
SIP, and to integrate email, IM and other
services. These have proliferated into
specialised server devices for voice,
video, email, security, etc, which must all

UC in the UK
Ofcom’s communication market report
published in August says that although
the total number of fixed lines in the UK
is now 33.4 million, the percentage of
VoIP users is now 35 per cent of the
population (i.e. about 22.8 million).
As VoIP users trebled between 2008
and 2013 the effect on fixed and mobile
operators has become clear (see graph
below). The growth of mobile minutes
slowed and fixed line minutes crashed
from 141 billion to 92 billion, driving
total operator-reported revenues down
from £41.6bn to £38.6bn.
Market researcher Illume estimates that
SIP trunking now represents around 30 per
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nified communications (UC) dates
back to the 1980s when the PBX
started going digital and people
began hooking it up to the firm’s IT
systems, using it as dual-purpose voice
and data router for local and wide area
networking. Since then, voice has
migrated to digital, effectively becoming
‘just another app’.
Today, UC is a set of applications that
combine an organisation’s real-time and
non real-time communication services.
Real-time services include voice and
video communications, IM, location,
desktop and data sharing (including webconnected interactive whiteboards), call
control and speech recognition. Non-realtime services include voicemail, email,
SMS and fax. The growing use of social
networking covers both sets. Usually, both
types of service are delivered by optimised
systems overlaid by a user interface that
provides a consistent way of interacting
with and between the services.
Switching packets instead of circuits has
profoundly beneficial effects on network
resource allocation and efficiency. With
ISDN, voice over twisted copper pairs
takes 64kbps per circuit; Bell Labs
researchers have achieved speeds of
10Gbps in controlled environments but
only over 70m. They have also got twisted
pairs to deliver 1Gbps symmetrical
broadband – a current world record, but
again that was only in the lab. Real world
copper networks struggle to deliver
2Mbps over more than 1.2km, hence the
universal push for more fibre in the
networks, ideally to the premises.
The change began in the early 1980s
when digital networks started to implement
statistically multiplexed packet switching
(IP) rather than TDM (time-division
multiplexing) switched circuits.
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Even though users are
switching from fixed line to
mobile for voice calls, total
revenues from all network
traffic are in slow decline.
SOURCE: OFCOM CMR AUGUST 2014
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cent of the total connections and predicts
there will be more SIP trunking than ISDN
by mid-2016. “The hosted VoIP market in
the UK reached 1.4 million at the end of
June and there were 1.2 million SIP trunks,”
says Illume director Matthew Townend.
“Although the hosted market has been
growing well, it is still probably around
eight per cent of the installed base, and has
been held up by a lack of available fibre.
But with the fibre investments now being
made, we expect this growth to accelerate.”
He goes on to say that traditional voice
users are finally “engaging strongly”
with hosted VoIP, adding that this was
demonstrated by the recent launch of the
Greensky hosted voice service by Nimans
(see News, May).
UC offers many advantages such as
savings from lower travel costs and
slashed mobile phone bills, having only a
single network to worry about, and not
dealing with itemised phone bills. But
arguably, UC’s greatest appeal is the
increased staff productivity that it leads to.
Ray McGroarty, Polycom’s director for
enterprise UC Solutions, says: “When
you have UC it makes it quick and simple
for your employees to use the right
communications method for the task.
A process that might have taken 50
emails over the course of a week can now
be completed in real-time.”
He adds that the advent of cloud-based
UC as a Service has helped quell cost
concerns. “With UCaaS, the upfront
investment has been drastically reduced and
has largely eliminated the cost of refreshing
equipment and the risk of obsolescence.”
IP transport equipment vendor Sonus
believes cloud UC shifts costs from “CPE
plus capex” to “cloud plus opex”. It also
frees businesses from the complexities of
providing full, ubiquitous, cross-platform
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BYOD and mobility for communications
and collaboration. The company’s EMEA
CTO Roger Jones says while cloud UC
still represents a relatively small percentage
of the market, it’s now beginning to takeoff. “To give just a few examples that I’m
seeing day-to-day: Worksmart is hosting
Mitel UC; Outsourcery is putting in
hosted Lync; and Broadsoft is doing it all
over. We’re mostly seeing hosted Lync
Enterprise voice and Broadsoft, but Mitel
and Cisco are also out there, along with
many others.”

Unified cons?
While there are some solid pros to UC
there are also plenty of cons. According
to Tony Bailey, Vodafone UK’s head of
enterprise services, it should be regarded
as an enabler for better ways of working
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and not the endgame. “UC cannot just be
a technology project. The business needs
to review how it is operating and consider
people, processes and space to get the
most effective use of UC. The cultural
change can actually be the more difficult
bit rather than the technology itself.”
As with any technology deployment, user
uptake counts. “Managers need to offer
education and support to make sure that
their teams are using all of the communications channels within the UC deployment,”
advises Polycom’s McGroarty.
Paul Dunne, head of channel sales for
UK and Ireland at Plantronics, agrees.
He warns firms not to underestimate the
organisational changes that come with running a UC system, or the amount of support
users will require. “Businesses will get the
best results by encouraging the improved
collaboration offered by UC and by

providing employees with the appropriate
hardware to bring the technology to life.”
He adds there’s a lot of confusion about
the best way to unify communications
technologies. “There are two basic models
[firms] can choose from: a networkcentric model and a software-centric.
“In a network-centric model, the
functionality of users’ dedicated endpoint
devices depends on a tightly managed
‘smart’ network. Communications
applications reside and depend on a single,
secure network, and extensive QoS
mechanisms must be in place for all links.
“In a software-centric UC model,
devices run multifunction software on
any network, independent of smart
network functions – although they can of
course relate to these if needed.”
McGroarty says managers should also
set realistic expectations as the internet is a

“best efforts” business – i.e., operators promise to do their best to deliver the packets as
quickly as possible but offer no guarantees.
As a result, many UC deployments suffer
from variable quality and reliability. Users
may have problems setting up voice or
video calls, and when they get through, they
might experience poor AV performance
and/or low quality interactivity.
“UC is only as good as the network on
which it runs. Connectivity, bandwidth
and routing efficiency will differ across
your office locations, customers and
partners. You need to treat all your
solutions and services as a whole when
deploying UC. Things to consider include
your exchange services, LAN, WAN, call
admission control, and any legacy
systems such as PBX,” says McGroarty.
Vodafone’s Bailey agrees: “IP telephony
did very little for the users (just a change
of telephone set on the desk), whereas
UC can transform the business network.”

Quality of service
Citing evidence from built-in quality
of service monitors, the International
Multimedia Telecommunications
Consortium (IMTC) suggests that 60 to 80
per cent of UC QoS problems originate in
the underlying network. Its members are
trying to develop standards to ensure the
interoperability of real-time, rich media
communications. They include hardware
makers such as Ericsson, Huawei, Nokia
and ZTE, network operators like AT&T
and Orange, as well as UC specialists
Avaya, Plantronics and Polycom.
Troubleshooting the problems is no
mean feat. Even when they are identified
correctly, addressing them may require
infrastructure upgrades or network
reconfigurations, which means total cost
of ownership can take a big hit. Dunne
points out that VoIP depends heavily on
the QoS configured correctly within an
enterprise’s network because IPT uses a
statistically multiplexed packet-based
model to optimise bandwidth.
And Vodafone’s Bailey cautions users
who expect UC to be as reliable as their
telephony: “The management and
monitoring is more about the performance
of the application than the underlying
network. Network managers need to
make sure that they have the right
performance applications in place so
users can use UC to its full capacity.”
The IMTC is pushing to separate the
different classes of services (CoS) using a
differentiated services model. This allows
an expedited forwarding per-hop behaviour
to prioritise the delivery of real-time
interactive media traffic such as VoIP over
other CoS like email and SMS. This will
also address security. “As VoIP technology
got pervasively deployed, a security model
evolved in which voice was separated from
other network traffic using a VLAN model.
This ‘lock down’ model puts voice and data
traffic on separate VLANs and only traffic
from the voice VLAN is marked for expedited forwarding,” states the consortium.
This model also meant that only
purpose-built VoIP handsets could gain
access to the voice VLAN; permission
depended on a VoIP device credential
owned by the voice administrator and
user devices were shut out.
Network vendors pushed this model for
different reasons, including the ability to
mitigate malware and to prevent DoS
attacks on the VoIP service, which they
sold as mission-critical. But their approach
became outdated as VoIP evolved to UC
and collaboration (UC&C). The IMTC
says: “Converged UC&C endpoints
support many modalities using a single
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connection: voice, video, and data are now
typically converged over a single network
interface, which precludes the use of
dedicated voice VLANs for securely
applying QoS markings to VoIP traffic.
“Some UC&C endpoints attempt to
address this issue by applying QoS
markings to voice and video traffic as it
enters the network from the endpoint
device. However, most enterprise networks
will not trust QoS markings applied by
endpoints, and network policies usually remark untrusted traffic to Best Effort.”
The IMTC adds that other QoS
techniques rely on deep packet inspection
to classify traffic according to its content
and apply QoS markings based on this
classification. However, it says these
techniques are increasingly unreliable
because of a growing trend to encrypt by
default all calls and signalling traffic endto-end. The organisation hopes to address
these issues by using dynamic flow
parameters such as IP address and port
information. It has set up a programme to
investigate the use of software defined
networking (SDN) to implement them.
“By allowing UC infrastructure to
interact dynamically with the network, we
aim to ensure that application level quality
and performance requirements can be met
by the underlying network infrastructure,”
said the IMTC in a statement announcing
the move earlier this year.
This would work using an automated
QoS network service application in the
UC&C infrastructure that specifies the flow
parameters dynamically to the network at
call setup. An SDN controller would then
pre-warn the rest of the network to trust
these QoS markings. As a result, traffic
flows would become simplified and
speedier because the network wouldn’t
need to read every packet – only the QoS
marking and address.

party data centres have arisen to provide
UC as a service over broadband, in hosted
as well as managed formats, mainly to
SMEs via cloud. Both they and in-house UC
operators now face challenges from webscale cloud operators who offer UC elements as part of their services, such Google
with Hangouts or Microsoft with Azure.
There are also open source products, and
one of the more widely-known is Asterisk.
Users and developers can effectively build
their own UC systems, or they can buy a
fully-fledged platform from Elastix which
uses Asterisk as its base. Originally
designed for Linux, Asterisk runs on a
variety of operating systems including
NetBSD, OpenBSD, FreeBSD, Mac
OS X, and Solaris. It is small enough to
run in an embedded environment using
customer premises equipment with
OpenWrt, or even on a Raspberry Pi.

unified communications

Avaya and HP Enterprise Services have
announced a multi-year agreement to offer
cloud-based UC and contact centre technology, as well as new UC management
solutions for enterprises. The deal seeks to
combine HP’s cloud services delivery with
Avaya’s UC and contact centre portfolio to
create a one-stop shop for mobility
applications, software, and networking for
UC and customer experience management
in an XaaS wrapper.
Vodafone has developed a portfolio of UC
products under the One Net brand. These
include One Net Express and One Net
Business for micro businesses and SMEs,
through to One Net Enterprise and One Net
Global Enterprise for larger organisations.
One Net Enterprise is already available
in six European countries but was formally
launched in the UK as we went to press in
early September. The platform is pitched at

public sector and NHS clients, and features
a voice/video/IM/presence suite which also
hooks into Microsoft’s Lync and 365 apps.
Phil Mottram, the new head of Vodafone
UK’s enterprise business, argues that once
UC is widely implemented it can help
public sector bodies meet austerity budgets
that address the £22bn annual deficit.
He declined to name the half dozen large
UK firms piloting Net One Enterprise but
added: “We’re also pitching it at the M2M
sector, and we find the ‘wearables market’
in healthcare extremely interesting.”
Meanwhile, after years of working with
Vodafone, just weeks ago BT leveraged
its new mobile virtual network agreement
with EE to launch One Phone. This will
essentially compete with One Net and to
provide in-building LTE-based office
communications services in competition
to Wi-Fi-based vendors. !

What’s hot in the market?
Recently, many companies have
acknowledged that social network media
are replacing UC features such as IM.
Some of the bright young things that made
this possible, like Yammer and Jabber,
were bought by bigger players (Microsoft
and Cisco respectively. Microsoft of
course went on to develop Lync, its own
UC suite, as well as purchase Skype.
Initially, large firms with their own
private networks were the main UC users,
running platforms from their own data
centres to branch offices. Since then, third-

“The cultural change can
actually be the more
difficult bit rather than the
technology itself.”
Tony Bailey,
Head of enterprise services,
Vodafone UK
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off-the-shelf: switches

Route masters
As networks become ever more sophisticated, so do the
switches that are needed to help transport all their traffic.
Belden claims its Hirschmann range of
RSPE modular industrial Ethernet switches
guarantee 100 per cent availability of data
communication, ensuring optimum productivity for machines and systems. It says the
modular switches make it possible to create
flexible Ethernet installations in which the
network design can be quickly adapted to
manage changing application needs.
The new RSPE (Rail Switch Power
Expandable) line-up features eight twisted
pair and four combination ports that support
Fast Ethernet and GbE. Belden says their
HSR (high-availability seamless
redundancy) and PRP (parallel
redundancy protocol) standards, plus precise time synchronisation in accordance
with IEEE 1588 v2, can be
extended to provide up to 28
ports by adding two media
modules. Various combinations of copper or fibre ports,

together with PoE/PoE+, are possible
depending on the type of module used.
As well as numerous redundancy
methods, the switches are said to offer
comprehensive management, diagnostic
and filtering features, bringing all round
security to the network.
Specially certified for a range of application scenarios, Belden says the RSPE
switches guarantee highly efficient solutions
even under harsh environmental conditions.
The devices have an extended operating
temperature range from -40°C to +70°C,
high vibration resistance, as well as a “broad
immunity” to electrostatic discharges.

IHSE has launched a switch that integrates
multiple inputs into a single KVM extender.
The firm explains that KVM extenders
comprise two parts: CPU units at the source
end connect to computers, whilst CON
units provide signals to peripheral devices.

The new Draco CPU Switch can replace
eight traditional CPU units and includes an
8:1 switch. This enables the connection of
up to eight source computers using VGA
cables to the CPU unit, which is further
connected to a user workstation by one
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interconnect cable. IHSE
says this arrangement
reduces the total number of
long interconnection cables in a
multi-CPU extension system, whilst
maintaining access to multiple computers.
It operates equally well on systems using
point-to-point extension as well as KVM
switch-based installations.
The Draco CPU switch includes
bi-directional analogue audio ports and
USB-HID for eight computers. A further
USB 2.0 port (480Mbps) on the extender
allows storage devices to be connected
locally. An attached USB device is
connected to the active computer making it
possible to simply transfer data from a
single USB device to all computers under

control of
the workstation.
Optionally, storage devices can also
be connected at the console via USB 2.0
embedded (36Mbps) interface.
The firm adds any of the eight connected
sources can be accessed from the console.
The extender operates as an 8-input, 1output KVM switch and includes frontpanel LEDs to indicate the active computer.
Analogue VGA video signals are converted
to DVI within the extender and right-sized
using Draco Vario image scaling.

Juniper Networks claims its new EX4600
switches deliver highly available, simple
and scalable 10/40GbE connectivity
solutions in a compact 1 RU form factor.
The switches have been built using the
core design principles of Juniper’s Open
Converged Framework. The firm says they
support its unique Virtual Chassis technology which enables up to 10 interconnected
switches to operate as a single, logical
device with one IP address. Managed by
Junos Space Network Director, this also
ensures that the entire campus and data
centre network can be managed using a
common interface via a single pane of glass.
The EX4600 switches are said to have a
capacity that can be expanded without
increasing the number of managed devices.
They can also operate in the same Virtual
Chassis configuration with
any combination of Juniper’s
EX4300 and EX4600 Ethernet
switches to deliver what’s
described as “highly flexible

and scalable” configuration options including 1GbE access.
The line-up has a number of high
availability features to ensure continuous
and uninterrupted system operations. These
include active and backup routing engines,
graceful failover, In-Service Software
Update (ISSU) capabilities, and QoS
to prioritise time-sensitive data.
Juniper says paring ISSU with MCLAG provides redundancy/resiliency in
the aggregation layer and also provides
hitless upgrades so that both LAG switches
stay operating and full bandwidth is
available to applications.
The company adds that the EX4600s
offer dynamic buffer utilisation monitoring
and reporting to provide detailed insight
and data on network traffic.

Linksys has added the first managed
switches to its Business product line-up
which now includes a full range of
routing, switching, VPN, wireless and
IP surveillance products.
The four switches in its line-up are
available in a 28- or 52-port rack mountable
chassis, and each is available with or
without PoE+. The PoE+ models support
the IEEE 802.3at standard and provide up
to a 30W power budget per Ethernet port
while offering IEEE 802.3af (PoE)
backward compatibility.
All the devices also have
numerous QoS
capabilities to
prioritise realtime traffic
flows and help
enforce SLAs. Advanced

security features include MAC-based port
authentication, DHCP snooping, and IPMAC-Port binding functions.
Linksys adds they also have functions
for quickly expanding the network. These
include multiple high-bandwidth trunks
between switches to enhance availability
and redundancy, as well as Gigabit or 10Gigabit uplink SFP/SFP+ fibre optic port
expansions for servers and data centres.
There are also STP and Storm Control
features to help control planned or inadvertent cable loops. It’s claimed these
enable administrators
to “confidently”
build a mesh of
switches and
quickly expand
their network to support
a growing workforce.

The B1 from virtualisation specialist
ZNYX Networks is an entry-level 1U topof-rack switch that provides the capacity to
add or change applications for future
needs. As the latest virtualisation platform
for network services, it’s claimed it delivers
twice the density in half the rack space at
two-thirds the cost of comparable systems.
ZYNX says the patent-pending B1
“tightly couples” the network services
of an Ethernet switch with Intel’s Atom
C2000 processor and the dual Xeon
processor E5-2600 v2 compute resource.
It’s claimed this results in a “powerful”
400G switch fabric with 24 10Gbps ports
and four 40Gbps ports to provide
switching capacity for the entire rack.
ZYNX adds that this combination
delivers the high performance
required for line-rate service chaining to applications in the data path.

In a multi-tenant server rack, the B1 is
said to be able to deploy services for
specific servers in the rack, enable
individual service configurations for
servers, and isolate services for different
departments within an enterprise.
ZYNX reckons it’s also an ideal
network-edge gateway device for CPE,
such as MPLS routing services for the
network, and provides the breakout
switching required on-premises.
Any networking application or OS can
run either virtualised or bare-metal on the
B1 environment, providing services such as
load balancing and security as required by
the servers.
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register online @ www.networkingplus.co.uk NEW WEBSITE NOW LIVE!

NEW COURSES

BCS launches
new series of
career guides
The BCS, Chartered Institute of IT is
launching a new series of books to provide
industry guidance to key IT roles in a
range of business areas. They cover the
objectives of the role, required and
desirable skills, responsibilities, industry
standards, frameworks, CPD, practical
tips, and case studies.
The BCS says the idea behind the books
is to put ‘the technical in the context of the
business’. This will enable IT professionals
to see how their jobs fit into to the wider
aims of the organisations they work for,
and how the specific tasks they perform
impact on their colleagues and customers.
The institute says this should help IT
practitioners to assess their current jobs
and plan career moves by evaluating the
roles available to them.
The first two books are now available.
Business Relationship Manager by Ernest
Brewster gives practical guidance to those
new to this role or interested in enhancing
their understanding of what it entails.
Service Desk and Incident Manager by
Peter Wheatcroft has a similar approach,
but the BCS adds it will also be of interest
to suppliers of service desk and associated
software so they can gain a deeper
understanding of how the people who
use their products need to work.
“Each book describes a specific role,
putting it in the context of the relevant
standards and frameworks for that sector,”
says Matthew Flynn, BCS head of publishing. “Used in conjunction with the BCS
Personal Development Plan tool you will
be able to map your competencies against
the SFIAplus framework and produce a
development plan for your career.”
The institute plans to cover other
sectors of the industry and produce a
comprehensive library of books as part of
the series. www.bcs.org/bookshop

and for full details on all 16 courses, visit
www.sans.org/event/london-2014.

London security event – the SANS
Institute
The SANS Institute is coming to London
with 16 courses covering security
essentials, auditing, testing, detection of
threats, and more. Most of the courses will
have associated certification and will be led
by the institute’s acclaimed instructors.
The event will also include expert talks
and social evenings, as well as the SANS
NetWars tournament. This is billed as a
fully interactive, internet-based environment
in which participants advance through five
levels tackling a range of attacks and
mounting suitable defences. It will be free
to all five- or six-day course students.
The SANS Institute training event takes
place at the Grand Connaught Rooms in
London from 15-24 November. To register

SDN skills certification programme –
Open Networking Foundation
The Open Networking Foundation has
launched the ONF-Certified SDN
Professional (OCSP) programme.
The ONF is a non-profit organisation
dedicated to accelerating the adoption of
open Software-Defined Networking (SDN).
It says its new programme will provide
a strong foundation of vendor-neutral,
concept, and technical level credentials in
open SDN that can integrate with individual
vendor certifications in networking
technologies or programming languages.
It will begin by offering two certifications: ONF-Certified SDN Engineer (OCSE)
and ONF-Certified SDN Associate (OCSA).
OCSE certifies technical and engineering-

network knowledge
level knowledge of SDN technologies,
architectures and deployment solutions,
and is designed for entry level SDN
engineering and networking professionals.
OCSA validates concept-level knowledge
of SDN technologies, architectures, and
deployment solutions. It is designed for
entry-level sales and marketing professionals to have a basic understanding of SDN.
The exams for each will be available
in early 2015 and translated into major
languages once demand is established.
Candidates who pass an OCSP certification
exam will receive a certificate and an
authorised registration number which will
be managed through a global online portal
available to certification owners and
prospective employers.
For further information contact the
ONF’s technical programme manager:
rick.bauer@opennetworking.org.

Re-thinking disaster
recovery with Microsoft
Microsoft and its Gold partner Frontier
Technology will host an educational
forum that discusses the latest features of
Windows Server 2012 R2 Hyper-V, and
how it can improve a disaster recovery
strategy whilst reducing spend.
The event will also feature speakers
from CommVault who will talk about
reducing the complexity and costs
associated with backup.
The forum is aimed at organisations that
do not have enough hardware resources in
a second site and are worried with initial
setup cost, as well as those who lack the
resources to effectively manage a
comprehensive disaster recovery solution.
It takes place from 9am-1pm on
22 October at Microsoft, Cardinal Place,
80-100 Victoria St, London, SW1E 5JL.
Call 0845 603 6552 for more details.
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